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The Rational Male Demystifying intersexual dynamics
April 18th, 2019 - One of the primary perspectives of the Red Pill as a praxeology in understanding intersexual dynamics is evolutionary psychology Even the ‘Classic Era’ pickup artists referenced evo psych often without realizing it in explaining various aspects of Game Mystery Method itself was fundamentally rooted in the understanding of women’s and men’s evolutionary ‘circuitry’ as a basis

The Key To Success With Women Controlling Your Emotions
April 19th, 2019 - If you’re serious then the answer is yes and no depending on the person Lots of young and older men stumble here looking for answers to failed relationships or why they are a “nice guy” but fail with women etc

Join LiveJournal
April 19th, 2019 - Password requirements 6 to 30 characters long ASCII characters only characters found on a standard US keyboard must contain at least 4 different symbols

Why I Quit Going To Your Church – Return Of Kings
April 17th, 2019 - Love it Woman ‘Why don’t you have a girlfriend do you always want to play the field don’t you want someone to make you happy’ Wise Western man ‘God has given me the gift of solitude it’s a happiness that cannot be expressed when in the company of others for too long but I thank you for your concerns’

War Brides The Rational Male
April 19th, 2019 - Reader Nas had an interesting question regarding female duplicity “Evolution has largely selected for human females with a capacity to form psychological schemas that preserve an ego investment that would otherwise afflict them with debilitating anxiety guilt and the stresses that result from being continuously consciously aware of their own behavioral incongruities

1 Million Story Ideas amp Writing Prompts for Student
April 17th, 2019 - The 82 Percent Problem In its 2015 Answers Issue Time Magazine cited a study that states 82 percent of recent college alumni said they cheated in some way during their undergrad days 82 percent

Men Are Nothing More Than Clowns To The Modern Woman
March 31st, 2014 - I have a bank of rotating stock questions I ask women that let me know how I should proceed with my game One of the questions I used to ask was Do you need a man Out of the dozens of times I asked it not a single girl answered yes Even in Eastern Europe a woman needs a man as much as a cat ne

Teach Yourself Logic A Study Guide and other Book Notes
Hi we re the r metalcore Mod Team Ask us anything

April 19th, 2019 - Quick links Teach Yourself Logic 2017 A Study Guide find it on academia.edu by preference or here Appendix Some Big Books on Mathematical Logic pdf Book Notes links to 35 book by book webpages the content overlapping with the Appendix In more detail on TYL Most … Continue reading ?

April 15th, 2019 - Changes all the time but right now it s Vein Power Trip and WSS probably They re all gamers apart from me so any of them hahaha Actually u ManWithoutModem went to PAX this past weekend so he s probably King Neckbeard ? Uhhhh how do I answer this question without anyone hating me uhh Asking Alexandria and AILD probably but it really depends what s getting posted about the most haha